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going
to take

For the past 40 years, the YWAM (Youth with
a Mission) Fleet has been sailing in partnership
with other vessels to some of the most remote
places on Earth.
When Jesus commissioned us, He said to
go into all the world, to every nation. That is
why we want to go to every island and every
person until all have heard. There are still many
islands in the Pacific that need a strategy that
will allow them to be served with healthcare,
education, and the Gospel of Jesus.
We’re looking at the task that’s ahead of us,
and we ask ourselves:

What is it going to take?

why
yachts
Even though the global YWAM Fleet has
grown to 27 vessels, it is not enough to reach
EVERY isolated island.
If we really do believe that the Great
Commission is for everyone (Mark 16:15), not
just the large cities or easy-to-reach places,
then the distant islands need a solution. They
need a strategy that will actually make a
difference.

This is why we started a YWAM
Flotilla movement.

what
if
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“One day, on my morning walk,
I was reminded of flying over
cities and seeing marinas full of
yachts—most of them unused for
months on end. What if, instead
of boats sitting still, owners would
be willing to tithe some of their
yacht’s time?
A fleet of ships properly positioned
would allow us to reach a larger
number of islands efficiently.”

What if that is where you
come in?

TI TH E YOUR

yacht’s
time

What if you tithed some of your
yacht’s time?
Connect with a YWAM team
to adopt an island together,

go yourself or
send a crew for a few weeks
a year to help bring life
and hope to an isolated island.

Imagine your vessel being an extension of
the Great Commission. Be the difference,
and let’s build a legacy together.

Get in touch with us.
When you say yes,
change begins.
YWAM Flotilla
ywamflotilla.org
flotilla@ywamships.net
75-5687 Alii Drive
Kona, HI 96749 USA

